Combining the use of libraries from several distant homologs in ARCIMBOLDO_SHREDDER spheres
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ARCIMBOLDO [1] is a software that exploits secondary and tertiary structure constraints for phasing by using fragments such as ideal polyalanine alpha helices or libraries of local folds derived from structures deposited in the PDB [2]. ARCIMBOLDO combines the location of such small, accurate models with PHASER [3] followed by density modification and auto tracing with SHELXE [4].

ARCIMBOLDO_SHREDDER [5] produces fragment models from homologs whose deviation to the final structure is too large for successful location. Models are cut in equivalent volumes respecting structural units and annotated into separate rigid groups with ALEPH [6]. Gyre and gimble refinement enhance the convergence of the method, improving starting models with large deviations from the target.

This work explores the combination of model fragments from several distant homologs within the SHREDDER program, collaborating with SBGrid [7]-supported high-performance computing resources to overcome the massive scale computing requirements needed. Our goal is to be able to exploit the maximum amount of prior information about our unknown fold and to evaluate if we get larger discrimination by the use of multiple homologs.